Mechanism and Criteria of Dilatancy-Induced Disaster of Coal Containing Gas
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Abstract

The key to the prevention and control of coal and gas dynamic disaster is the mastery of its mechanism. However, plenty of factors induce coal and gas dynamic disasters, and the mechanism is complex, especially the dilatancy of coal and rock by mining. The main control factors of dynamic disasters change, thereby making such disasters difficult to manage. The mechanism of dilatancy caused by coal crack was analyzed based on the physical mechanical characteristics of gassy coal to explore the mechanism of coal and gas dynamic disaster induced by coal dilatancy in the working face. The energy evolution characteristics of the coal face during dilatancy stage were studied, and the safety evaluation index of disaster caused by the dilatancy was presented. Results show that the coal dilatancy in the working face depends on the force environment and the physical mechanical properties of coal. With the increase in initial gas pressure, elastic modulus, compressive strength, and critical stress value of the dilatancy are reduced, resistance to deformation and destruction of the coal containing gas is weakened, and the mechanical phenomenon of dilatancy easily occurs. The change gradient of gas pressure and gas expansion energy can increase with the increase in initial gas pressure in the dilatancy moment. The safety evaluation index increases from 0.09 to 1.29 when the initial gas pressure reaches 3 MPa. This finding shows that the safety evaluation index of disaster caused by the dilatancy has a nonlinear positive correlation with gas pressure. The dynamic disaster can only be caused by the effect of the mining action at a gas pressure of 3 MPa. This study provides a theoretical reference for the prevention and control of coal and gas dynamic disasters.
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1. Introduction

With the increase in mining depth, crustal stress and gas pressure increase significantly, permeability of coal seam worsens, complexity of the structure increases significantly, and dynamic disasters of coal and gas become serious. Comprehensive gas control measures for coal have been implemented not only in the first deep coal seam without pressure relief but also in high-stress regions; however, coal and gas outburst disasters occur frequently, thereby posing a serious threat to the safety of deep coal rocks containing gas [1]. This study focuses mainly on the change in the mechanical behavior of deep coal containing gas. In comparison with the shallow part, the deep coal and rock mass is characterized by high stress, gas, and temperature, and a complex mechanical environment; as a result, this mass exhibits obvious nonlinear mechanical properties[2]. The mechanical phenomenon of dilatancy occurs easily due to the action of mining disturbance. The dilatancy of coal containing gas instantly breaks down the dynamic equilibrium state of gas desorption and adsorption and causes changes in the main factors of coal and gas outburst (gas pressure and stress), which easily leads to dynamic disasters that involve coal and gas[3]. Coal and gas dynamic disasters are the comprehensive results of energy accumulation, dissipation, and release of coal and rock mass[4-5]. Effective calculation, storage, and dissipation of energy in coal containing gas and reasonable prediction of coal and gas dynamic disasters are issues that must addressed urgently.

The energy released from coal rocks containing gas mainly comes from the work performed by external force and the internal energy of gas; the work performed by external force to coal and rock mass is mainly stored as elastic strain energy[6]. At present, the method of calculating the elastic strain energy of coal and rock mass is mainly based on two kinds of energy impact tendency index[7]. The premise of the first type of index is that it does not consider the plastic deformation before the peak strength of coal and rock mass, but the proportion of plastic deformation before the peak value of coal rocks containing gas is far greater than that of negligible grade. The premise of the second type of index is to conduct cyclic loading and unloading tests below the peak strength of coal and rock to obtain elastic and plastic strain energy. The elastic and plastic deformation energy of the peak strength of coal rocks cannot be obtained accurately because of the difficulty of achieving cyclic loading and unloading tests of peak strength. The deformation of coal rocks containing gas in the process of dilatancy and destruction is mainly plastic. The amount of plastic deformation is increased because of the influence of gas. If the plastic deformation is neglected, then the calculation error of the elastic strain energy of coal rocks containing gas will lead to the misjudgment of coal and gas dynamic disasters.
The existing elasto-plastic strain energy calculation method should be improved to eliminate inaccurate predictions of coal and gas dynamic disasters. On the basis of a study on the mechanical properties of coal containing gas dilatancy, a new method of calculating elasto-plastic strain energy is presented, and the mechanism of dilatancy-induced disaster of coal containing gas is studied. This study aims to establish a foundation for further research on the mechanism of coal and gas dynamic disaster.

2. State of the Art

Studies on gas-solid coupling dilatancy of coal containing gas are still in the initial stage. Domestic and foreign scholars have conducted considerable research on the mechanical properties of rock dilatancy and obtained rich research results. For example, Bridman[8] first discovered the dilatancy of rocks and considered it a precursor to macroscopic destruction of rock. Matsushima[9] and Handin[10] conducted a granite and dolomite traditional three-axis test, and they found that dilatancy occurs at the same confining pressure conditions. Takahashi and Haimson[11] found that the dilatancy start point and volumetric strain gradually decrease with the increase in the intermediate principal stress. L. R. Alejano[12] considered that expansion of dilatancy depends on material properties and confining pressure. Professor Zongji Chen[13] studied tunnel, roadway deformation, and rock dilatancy behavior, and found that under the action of external load, the dilatancy of rock would exacerbate its physical expansion and produce a combined effect so that the free expansion rate after dilatancy was much larger than the static condition rate. In studies on the dilatancy of coal, Shugang Cao, Xuefu Xian, academicians, and other experimental[14] studies found that the dilatancy of coal stress and residual strength is low relative to the high strength of rock. Professors Pan Liyou and Jinquan Jiang et al.[15] established a dilatancy model of ground pressure without gas impact. In sum, numerous research results have been obtained on the dilatancy characteristics of rock, but few findings have been obtained on the dilatancy characteristics of coal containing methane with relation to coal containing gas and disaster. Guangxiang Xie and other studies discovered that the dilatancy of mining coal seam is likely to induce the release of storage energy to cause dynamic disaster, which shows that the mechanical properties of coal rocks containing gas are significantly different from those without gas. Studying the mechanism of dynamic disasters that involve coal rocks containing gas on the basis of mechanical characteristics of coal rocks without gas is neither scientific nor reasonable, as this approach results in inaccurate prediction of coal and gas dynamic disaster.

The process of energy accumulation and release is the main cause and internal driver of the occurrence of dynamic disasters. Dynamic disasters occur when coal rock contains more energy than the dissipative energy required to destroy coal and rock. Therefore, accurate calculation of the accumulation of elastic strain energy in coal rocks containing gas is the key to the effective prevention and control of coal and gas dynamic disasters. Methods for calculating the elastic strain energy of coal rocks without gas have been studied more than methods that calculate the elastic strain energy of coal rocks containing gas. For example, R. E. Goodman[17,18,19,20] proposed the energy impact index on the basis of full stress strain curve of rock measured on a rigid test machine. The left half of the area around the curve represents the elastic deformation energy that accumulated before rock failure, and the right half of the area represents the plastic deformation energy consumed after rock failure, taking the peak intensity as a boundary. A. Kidbyinski et al. [21,22,23] proposed the use of the elastic strain energy index (wet) of rock as an index of rock burst tendencies, which is defined as loading the rock specimen to 0.7 Rb to 0.8 Rb first and then unloading to 0.05 Rb when uniaxial compressive strength (Rb) test is performed. The strain energy released from unloading is considered the elastic strain energy, which can be stored as plastic strain energy. Domestic and foreign scholars have conducted relative studies on the basis of the calculation method of elastic strain energy in the above two classical rock energy impact indexes. He ping Xie et al. defined the concept of unit releasable elastic strain energy in their study on the inherent relationships between energy dissipation, energy release and rock strength, and overall failure during rock deformation and failure [24]. Tian bin Li et al. analyzed the principle of energy accumulation and release in the rock failure process on the basis of the water cut effect of rock energy evolution, and the calculation method of elastic strain energy was defined from uniaxial and conventional triaxial compression tests [25]. Previous studies mainly focused on the calculation of elastic strain energy of coal free gas, in which the calculation method does not change the plastic strain before the peak strength of rock is neglected. Such studies also focused on the concept of calculating elastic strain energy obtained by cyclic loading and unloading test of peak strength. A considerable difference is apparent between the mechanical deformation characteristics of the hard rock and the coal rocks containing gas. Coal rocks containing gas are prone to dilatancy mechanical behavior, and plastic deformation is the main form of deformation during its dilatancy to failure. If the plastic deformation is still ignored, then it is bound to cause the calculation error of the elastic strain energy of coal rocks containing gas. Therefore, in accordance with the stress–gas pressure–strain curve of coal containing gas, a new method of calculating elasto-plastic strain energy is proposed on the basis of the experiment of gas-solid coupling of coal containing gas. The method scientifically divides the stage of elastic-plastic deformation of coal rocks containing gas and effectively solves the problem of calculation error of elastic strain energy due to plastic deformation being ignored. Criteria for dilatancy-induced disaster of coal containing gas are established according to the law of conservation of energy. Further research is recommended on the mechanism of dilatancy-induced disaster of coal containing gas. This study aims to establish the foundation for further research on the mechanism of coal and gas dynamic disasters.

The rest of this study is organized as follows: In Section 3, the fracture propagation and evolution process of mining coal and rock is studied, a new method of energy calculation is proposed, and the mechanism and mechanical criterion of dilatancy are established. The analysis of the result according to the judgment index is presented in Section 4. The conclusions are presented in Section 5.

3. Methodology

3.1 Heterogeneity of coal

Coal is transformed by plant debris through complex biochemical and physical chemistry. Coal in the process of
formation is controlled by sedimentary environment, diagenesis, metamorphism, and late tectonic movement of the earth’s crust effect, thereby resulting in spatial distribution of various attributes and internal heterogeneity changes, which manifest as coal heterogeneity and anisotropic medium, as shown in Fig. 1.

Fig.1 Specular scan of 6 coal seam samples in the Xie Qiao coal mine

Fig.1 shows a coal specular scan of the Xie Qiao coal mine at the 11316 working faces. From the view of the mesostructure, the structure of coal in different coal samples is different, and the density and stratification of a certain area of coal sample show significant differences, as shown by the red marks in Fig. 1(a) to 1(e). Tuberculosis (see Fig. 1[d]) and tectonic fissures (see Fig. 1[e]) in local areas of coal samples are apparent. Results show that the heterogeneity of coal is obvious even in the same depth, the same coal seam, or even the same local occurrence position. The heterogeneity of coal leads to a considerable difference in its mechanical properties, as shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Stress-axial strain curve of 6 coal seam samples in Xie Qiao coal mine

The curve of the initial loading compaction phase of the coal sample does not overlap, the partial stress-strain curve is steep, and the compressive strength of the coal sample is different, as shown by the stress-axial strain diagram. Results show that the characteristics of internal voids in coal mass are different and the homogeneity is low, thereby resulting in the different deformation characteristics of the coal mass after the force.

The heterogeneity of coal leads to its anisotropy and the physical property difference of coal seam without location, which has a negative influence on the safe mining of coal seam. The state of stress in the coal mining face has undergone the dynamic process from the increase in the original rock stress, the vertical stress, and the confining pressure reduction to the unloading of the mining process under the influence of mining disturbance. Stress distribution in the stress relief zone, stress concentration zone, and original stress zone appear in the coal face in front of the work face. The deformation of the coal mass is different even under the same stress due to the heterogeneity of the coal, resulting in an uneven stress distribution. The homogeneity (stress concentration) of the coal mass in front of the working face results in more complicated deformation of the coal mass under the influence of mining.

3.2 Fracture propagation and evolution of mining coal and rock.
Under the action of coal mass heterogeneity and high differential stress, the stress rise area of the coal face and the local area of the coal mass produce tensile stress, which cause the primary micro-crack and secondary crack to expand and connect with each other. The pore volume increases after fracture propagation and connectivity in the coal and rock. As the work surface advances, a gradual increase in the coal mining stress leads to crack propagation and results in dilatancy before the peak of the coal face. The redistribution of the stress before the dilatancy of the coal and rock usually results in the expansion of the slab in the dilatancy zone so that the coal and rock in some structural or weak parts begin to deform or expand, resulting in the change of coal and rock in the intermittent fissure surface and the production of macro-fracture. In general, the stress concentration area of the coal and rock in the front excavation face moves forward with the advancement of the working face. The dilatancy area before the peak force should experience vertical stress unloading, thereby resulting in coal and rock stress redistribution, which may occur because of non-mean inelasticity in some parts of the formation of a differential deformation caused by tensile stress concentration. If the tensile stress concentration area is greater than the tensile stress of coal and rock tensile or shear strength, then initial fracture of coal and rock in the beginning, tensile stress concentration area of coal rock body with primary fissures, expansion of cracks, and nonlinear growth of coal and rock volume deformation nonlinear growth occur as a result.

3.3 Disaster-causing mechanism of coal mining dilatancy
The cracks in coal are nonlinear and prone to dilatancy due to the heterogeneity and differential stress in the coal face. However, whether dilatancy of coal mass is dependent on the force environment and the physical mechanical properties of the coal is an issue that needs to be investigated. Results show that the gas pressure changes abruptly when the coal mass is dilated, and dynamic disasters such as coal and gas outburst are easily induced. However, coal mining dilatancy is not necessarily a dynamic disaster. The dilatancy of the elastic deformation of the storage capacity and the dilatancy of gas expansion energy can break and cause the coal to be thrown away; this condition indicates whether the dilatancy of coal mass can cause disasters.

3.3.1 Deformation energy of coal and rock
At present, the calculation methods for the load deformation energy of coal and rock mainly include the energy release index and elastic strain index methods [11,12], as shown in Fig. 3.
Fig. 3(a) shows that the energy release index method takes the area value between the axial stress–strain curve and the abscissa axis before the peak strength of coal and rock as the elastic strain energy. The elastic and plastic deformation occurred before the peak load of coal and rock reached its peak strength. Energy loss caused by plastic deformation is neglected because the respective energy cannot be calculated separately. Hence, the calculated results are larger than the actual stored elastic strain energy. If the elastic strain energy index method is used to calculate the elastic strain energy, then loading and unloading experiments should be conducted, and the rebound curve of loading and unloading shown in Fig. 3(b) should be used to calculate the elastic strain energy. However, the loading and unloading experiment can only test the pre-peak intensity, such as peak intensities of 70% and 80%. Loading and unloading experiments on peak intensity cannot be conducted. Hence, the actual deformation energy calculated is not comprehensive, and the calculation results are biased.

The mechanical behavior of dilatancy occurs before the peak stress of coal and rock containing gas. In accordance with the mechanical characteristics and definition of coal mass dilatancy, the volumetric strain of coal and rock containing gas changes from compression to expansion, and the expansion and evolution of the internal fissure lead to the aggravation of the coal and rock damage. The deformation of coal and rock containing gas is mainly plastic during dilatancy to failure. On the basis of the stress–volume strain curve of coal and rock, this study takes into account the three-dimensional deformation of axial and radial direction of coal and rock, which can reflect the actual deformation state of coal mass. The elastic strain energy of coal and rock storage is calculated based on the critical stress of expansion. The main consideration is that the deformation of coal and rock is mainly plastic after dilatancy. Scientific classification of the elastic plastic strain stage and an effective solution to the inability of the axial total stress–strain curve or the loading and unloading test to accurately and comprehensively calculate the elastic strain energy are possible.

As shown in Fig. 4, the first compression after expansion of the dilatancy deformation process occurs in the coal and rock containing gas. Strain deformation after dilatancy is mainly plastic. Therefore, the critical area (A point) of gassy coal is bounded, and the area of volume strain curve (0-A segment) and surrounded abscissa axis is considered elastic strain energy, namely, $S_{0AB}$. The volume strain curve (A-0 section) and the axis of the surrounding area become the plastic deformation energy, namely, $S_{0BAC}$, after the dilatancy of the critical point.

Hence, the storage elastic deformation energy $W_e$ is represented as

$$W_e = \int_0^{\epsilon_v} \sigma \, d\epsilon_v$$

(1)

where $\epsilon_v$ is the volume strain value, $\epsilon_B$ is the strain value that corresponds to the dilatancy critical point, and $\sigma_f$ is the differential stress, in MPa.

An analysis of Fig. 5 shows that the shape of the shadow is a curved triangle. Therefore, the area of
Using the principle of definite integral, the shape of $S_{\text{coal}}$ is divided into $n$ small trapezoids, and each small trapezoid can be regarded as a small rectangle. Small rectangular areas are considered curved triangle areas, and small trapezoid can be regarded as a small rectangle. Small shape of

$$W_{\text{exp}} = \sum \sigma_i \varepsilon_{\text{coal}_i}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)$$

where $\sigma_i$ is the differential stress, and $\varepsilon_{\text{coal}_i}$ is the corresponding unit volume strain value of $\sigma_i$, in MPa.

### 3.3.2 Disaster-causing mechanical criterion of coal mining dilatancy

According to the energy conservation law, disaster caused by dilatancy of gassy coal mass is the elastic deformation energy stored before dilatancy and the gas expansion energy formed by dilatancy into the working surface of the coal body crack expansion of the dissipated and kinetic energies when the coal body loses its stability and is thrown away, that is,

$$W_e + W_p = W_k + W_r$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)$$

where $W_e$ is the elastic deformation energy of coal mass, in J; $W_p$ is the gas expansion energy, in J; $W_k$ is the dissipated energy in the process of expansion to the failure of coal, in J; and $W_r$ is the kinetic energy when coal is thrown, in J.

Equation (3) shows that if the elastic deformation energy of coal storage and gas expansion energy are greater than the energy in the process of expansion to the failure of coal, in J, and $W_r$ is the kinetic energy when coal is thrown, in J.

4 Result Analysis and Discussion

A mechanical test with initial gas pressures of 0, 1, 2, and 3 MPa is conducted based on the fracture propagation law of coal mining and instantaneous energy evolution theory of dilatation.

4.1 Destructive morphology analysis of coal containing gas

The fractured form of coal containing gas under different gas pressures is shown in Fig. 7. A considerable difference in the damage form of coal containing gas loading is apparent under different gas pressures. The failure of unadsorbed gas coal sample is mainly caused by crack expansion or a large block form, as shown in Fig. 7(a), thereby demonstrating typical shear failure. The breaking degree of the coal containing gas is intense and the diameter of the damaged block is small with increased gas pressure. The main loading
failure consists primarily of small fragments when the original gas pressure of gas coal is 3 Mpa, as shown in Fig. 7(d). This finding shows that gas exacerbated the extent of coal burst cracking, which manifested as changes in the mechanical properties of coal.

4.2 Analysis of energy evolution during the dilatancy stage of coal containing gas

The curves of stress–axial strain–volume strain and strain–gas pressure of coal containing gas are shown in Fig.8 and 9, and the mechanical characteristic parameters are shown in Tab. 1.

Table 1. Mechanical parameters of gassy coal dilatancy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gas pressure (MPa)</th>
<th>$\sigma_k$ (MPa)</th>
<th>$\Delta P/\Delta \varepsilon$</th>
<th>$\sigma_c$ (MPa)</th>
<th>Elastic modulus (GPa)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>11.2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>17.3</td>
<td>4.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>6.8</td>
<td>-0.83</td>
<td>15.1</td>
<td>3.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>-1.01</td>
<td>13.9</td>
<td>3.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>-3.01</td>
<td>11.9</td>
<td>2.93</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The analyses of Tab.1 and Fig.8 show that the gas pressure exhibits a significant influence on the mechanical behavior of the dilatancy of coal rocks. The critical stress value of coal containing gas decreases with the increase in gas pressure. When the initial gas pressure is 0 MPa, the dilatancy critical stress value is 11.2 MPa. When the initial gas pressure increases to 1 MPa, the critical value of dilatancy decreases to 6.8 MPa, demonstrating a drop of 39%. When the initial gas pressure increases to 3 MPa, the critical value of dilatancy decreases to 5.5 MPa, exhibiting a drop of 51%. The increase in initial gas pressure results in greater reduction in critical stress.

The mechanical characteristics of coal containing gas change significantly under different initial gas pressures. When the initial gas pressure increases from 0 Mpa to 3 MPa, the elastic modulus of coal containing gas decreases from 4.12 GPa to 2.93 GPa, compressive strength decreases from 17.3 MPa to 11.9 MPa, and critical stress of dilatation decreases from 11.2 Mpa to 5.5 Mpa. With the increase in initial gas pressure, the decreasing extent of elastic modulus and compressive strength of gassy coal increases, the gassy coal weakens the capability of deformation and failure and is prone to dilatancy. Tab.1 and Fig. 9 show that the gassy coal with different initial gas pressures (1, 2, and 3 MPa) abruptly increases after the gas pressure in the dilatancy phase first decreases and then changes suddenly. The initial gas pressure significantly influences the change in gas pressure during the dilatancy stage. When the initial gas pressure is 1 MPa, the pressure gradient of gas mutation is -0.83. When the initial gas pressure is 3 MPa, the pressure gradient of gas mutation is -3.01, thereby indicating an increase of 264% compared with the initial gas pressure of 1 MPa. The gas pressure gradient in the stage of dilatancy is significantly increased with increasing initial gas pressure.

Under the same mining stress, the dilatancy critical stress of gassy coal seam decreases, and the mechanical behavior of dilatancy easily occurs with the increase in gas pressure. The increase in gas pressure gradient during the dilatancy of gassy coal seam increases the energy of gas expansion. The ability to resist deformation and destruction of the gassy coal seam is weakened, the energy required for destabilization and destruction is greatly reduced, and coal and gas outburst dynamic disaster is easily induced with the increase in gas pressure.
4.3 Analysis of the disaster criterion of dilatancy of coal containing gas

The combined test results show that the elastic deformation energy of gassy coal seam, expansion energy of dilatancy and dissipation energy for coal fracture propagation, and dilatancy of coal containing gas-induced disaster index can be calculated with different gas pressures according to Equation (5), as shown in Tab. 2.

Table 2. Energy composition and safety evaluation index of gassy coal dilatancy process

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gas pressure (MPa)</th>
<th>$W_e$ (J)</th>
<th>$W_p$ (J)</th>
<th>$W_a$ (J)</th>
<th>$W_e/\left( W_e + W_p \right)$ (%)</th>
<th>$R_s$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>26.94</td>
<td>1378.19</td>
<td>31.64</td>
<td>54.01</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>23.28</td>
<td>1306.47</td>
<td>99.15</td>
<td>80.99</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>14.87</td>
<td>245.67</td>
<td>300.88</td>
<td>95.29</td>
<td>1.29</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tab. 2 shows that when the initial gas pressure increases from 1 MPa to 3 MPa, the elastic deformation energy of coal containing gas can be reduced from 26.94 J to 14.87 J. The expansion energy of gas dilatancy increases from 31.64 J to 99.15 J, and the dissipated energy required for crack propagation in coal dilatancy is reduced from 1378.19 J to 245.67 J. The stored elastic deformation energy and energy dissipation of fracture expansion of gassy coal gradually decrease, while gas expansion energy increases rapidly with the increase in initial gas pressure. The safety evaluation index of disaster caused by dilatancy increases with the increase in gas pressure but does not linearly increase. When the initial gas pressure increases from 2 MPa to 3 MPa, the safety evaluation index of disaster caused by dilatancy increases from 0.09 to 1.29, indicating that the initial gas pressure is 3 MPa. The occurrence of dynamic disaster can only be caused by the influence of mining.

In sum, the coal seam gas pressure increases, and the coal seam is prone to dilatancy due to high mining stress. The dissipation energy of coal failure decreases with increased initial gas pressure. The increase in the gradient of gas pressure variation is caused by coal dilatancy, thereby increasing the expansion energy of gas released during dilatancy considerably, which can easily induce coal and gas dynamic disasters.

5. Conclusions

The mechanism of dilatancy caused by coal crack is analyzed based on the physical mechanical characteristics of gassy coal to explore the mechanism of coal and gas dynamic disaster induced by coal dilatancy in the working face. The mechanism and criteria of dilatancy-induced disaster of coal containing gas are studied according to the energy evolution characteristics of coal face during the dilatancy stage. The following conclusions are obtained in this study:

1. The heterogeneity of coal face and the action of high differential stress are the basic causes of the nonlinear growth of cracks in coal. The fractures in the coal mass show nonlinear growth, which easily induces dilatancy. The dilatancy of the coal face depends on the force environment and the physical and mechanical properties of the coal.

2. The gas pressure of the coal rocks increases with increased mining stress, reducing the critical stress of the coal dilatancy and causing the mechanical phenomenon of dilatancy to occur easily. With the increase in gas pressure, the change rate of gas pressure increases, the coal rocks are enlarged, and the gas expansion energy is greatly increased during dilatancy. The ability of coal body to resist deformation and damage is reduced. As a result, dynamic disaster can be induced easily.

3. An energy criterion model of dilatancy-induced disaster of coal containing gas is established on the basis of the principle of energy conservation. A dynamic disaster occurs when the gassy coal storage energy increases more than the energy required for dilatancy and instability. Dynamic disaster does not occur when the gassy coal storage energy is less than the energy required for its destruction and dissipation.

The proposed energy dissipation model of dilatancy-induced disaster of coal containing gas has a clear concept and a simple form, with easy-to-determine energy parameters and is easy to determine in real time. The proposed model can also predict the occurrence of coal and gas dynamic disasters scientifically. However, the coal–gas dynamic desorption process occurs with the instantaneous dilatancy of gassy coal, thereby changing its physical and mechanical properties, which may lead to the containment of gassy coal storage elastic properties and gas expansion energy parameters set with the actual existence of a certain deviation. Therefore, in the future, further studies should be conducted on the desorption and adsorption laws of gas during the dilatancy of coal containing gas, fully considering the influence of gas desorption of gassy coal on energy parameters to improve the scientific capability of the criterion model. This study provides a new theoretical basis for understanding the mechanism of gas dynamic disaster in coal seams.
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